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FEEDING LITTLES INTUITIVELY

Feeding Littles
with Love

Feeding
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I am coming from the perspective that I
believe in and have studied which is the
Baby-Led Weaning Method and
Intuitive Eating.
My favourite practitioners are Keyrsten
McEwan and Nita Sharda. Nita teaches
a course called Starting Solids
Confidently and has a website called
healthhappyeaters.com
The BLW and Intuitive Eating books are
both great resources. Feeding babies is
a loaded topic, but it should be fun. If
these methods don’t feel good, feel free
to leave them here, but this is good
research behind both and they lead how
I coach adults around food.
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Intuitive Eating is a way of eating that
involves honouring your natural hunger
and fullness. That means eating when
you're hungry and stopping when you're
full.
We are BORN intuitive eaters.
If you have or are planning to have a
baby, The Baby-Led Weaning book and
courses are great resources. I am not an
expert in BLW and we don’t have time for
a full training on it so I’m going to say if
you have a baby, read that book or take
Nita’s course and then pick it up here
after that.
“Picky eating” is a common behaviour in
childhood.
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“Picky eating” is a common behaviour in childhood.
NOTE: Food Selectivity is increased in children on the Autism
Spectrum but there’s a lot of research on the subject. Today we
are speaking on children as a whole from babies to teenagers.
The research shows that the following are correlated to picky
eating:
late introduction of lumpy foods (after 9 months) were
associated with increased likelihood of the child being very
picky (BLW, University of Bristol) and,
mother being very worried about child being choosy
(University of Bristol)
The research shows that Strategies for avoiding or ameliorating
picky eating include:
mother providing fresh fruit and and eating the same meal as
the child were protective against later 'picky eating', while
feeding ready-prepared food was predictive. (University of
Bristol)
repeated exposures to unfamiliar foods
parental modelling of eating fruits, vegetables and unfamiliar
foods;
the creation of positive social experiences around mealtimes;
using phrases like “I am learning to like this food;" and,
the One Bite Rule can work for some kids. I say, "Why don’t
you try it?” and remain detached from whether they do or not.

